
Morning Presentation: 
A Faithful Dog 

F. 



A: Good morning, everyone. We are   

     from 2A. I am Suki. 

B: I am Jessica. 

A: Today, we are going to talk about 

     a story, “A Faithful Dog”. 

B: Sam loves to travel and he is so  

    fond of forests.  
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To celebrate his son’s second  

birthday, he decided to stay and 

enjoy the celebration in woods.  

Last Friday, his family and friends 

reached the village near the woods 

and had their stay in a cottage.  
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A: The cottage was near a forest,  

     where the guests can view  

     animals walking in the nearby   

     place. Sam’s son saw a dog at the    

     door and gave him a biscuit. The  

     dog was happy and very soon the  

     little boy and the dog became  

     friends. 
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B: On the second day, they had a  

    great birthday party in the woods.  

    The dog did not leave the boy  

    even for a minute and they both  

    became close pals.  
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The next day, Sam, his wife and  

others decided to go for hunting in  

the forest and arranged a babysitter  

to take care of the little boy for half  

a day. 
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A: After 3 hours, all of them returned  

    to the cottage and they seemed  

    very tired. The dog saw Sam and  

    others, it rushed to them and  

    licked Sam’s shoes. The cottage  

    was open and nobody was there.  
lick 
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Sam’s wife was shocked to see the  

blood stains in the dog’s mouth and  

she shouted. What do you think will  

happen next?  

B: All of them thought that the dog  

    had killed Sam’s little boy and   

    started to beat the dog. The dog  

    screamed in pain.  
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Sam hit the dog with his gun and it  

was wounded badly. Hearing the  

dog’s screaming noise, the babysitter  

rushed to the entrance with Sam’s  

son.  

 

 



A: They were all speechless and  

     asked what had happened to the  

     dog and why there were blood  

     stains in the dog’s mouth?  
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B: The babysitter told them that the  

     boy was about to get attacked by  

     a wolf around the house, but  

     luckily it was killed by the dog.  

     She showed the dead wolf to  

     them. They felt so bad and  

     offered first aid to the wounded  

     dog.  
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A: This story tells us that haste 

makes waste. Decisions made in 

hurry won’t be helpful. We need to 

think carefully before making 

decisions. That’s the end of our 

presentation. Thank you for listening.  
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